Let's life together our European identity
22 and 29 July 2016
France

This youth exchange, entitled "Living Together OUR
European identity", which runs from July 22 to 29, 2016 in
Normandy, has as main objective to enable young people to get to know, identify cultural differences and

similarities and to shape together European identity by using creative and fun methods.

NORMANDY Normandy is located in north-western France, bordered by the English Channel.

Norman specialties:

St Jacques Norman shell
- From 10 to 15 000 tonnes of shells are landed each year in the Normandy ports.
- The most important port of Calvados is Port-en-Bessin, where every year takes place the taste festival
which is celebrated off shell Saint Jacques and the entire maritime culture.
- They are haloed Red Label, a guarantee of superior quality.

Camembert
Marie Harel Camembert invented in 1791 and named after his hometown. This cheese which obtain the
Label Rouge.

Livarot
Livarot took the name of the small town of Livarot, near Lisieux, which housed
one of the largest regional markets where these cheeses are sold. This is one of
the oldest Normandy cheeses and it enjoys an AOC since 1975.

Pont-L'Evêque
It is one of the oldest Normandy cheese whose origin is the village of Pont
l'Eveque in Normandy and is protected by a designation of origin.

Montsecret – Place of accommodation

The group will live together during one week in a self-managed house « THE HOUSE
SAGUENAY » which is 17 minutes from Flers at 1:11 of Caen and 3:36 of Paris. They will experiment
different workshops (games, creative) prepared and animated by the groups themselves. They will meet
local politicians and participate in debates and simulations which will allow them to get a better
understanding of how works the European institutions. They will reflect together about the notion
"citizenship" Responsibility and respect are two important notions the participants will live during the
exchange.

Surroundings

Flers and its suburbs : about 35 000 inhabitants. Point of attraction of the city : the Castle (XVI
and XVII century) and its Museum (paintings and sculptures). Flers has a rather soft climate. The city was
destroyed in 80% by bombing during the Second World War. She is best known for its automobile factories
and food processing industries (eg Faurecia, Charal ...).

Cerisy Belle Etoile
Located in 7 minutes from Montsecret in Normandy, Mount of Cerisy and its ruined castle was
occupied during World War in 1944. A festival is held every year the "Bichoiseries".

Clecy and Swiss Normandy

35 km from Caen

The youngsters will discover the "Normand Switzerland" where they will do nature sport activities
which will facilitate the better knowledge between participants, language learning and transcending the
self. With its magnificent rural and architectural heritage and diverse fantastic landscapes which have
inspired impressionist painters, Swiss Normandy offers a wide range of activities. You will be able to
practice sport, to relax and to enjoy nature. The region is perfect for hiking, horse riding, biking, mountain
biking, climbing, canoeing...

The objectives of the exchange are:


Promoting European citizenship and intercultural learning



Encourage socialization and and assuming of responsibility of youngsters by living together



Encourage the expression of youngsters

The exchange will be preceded by an advanced planning visit.


Fix the boundaries of the project (law, distribution of tasks, preparation of the participants and the
activities before the exchange)



Develop a common culture between the group leaders to harmonize our pedagogic approach. This
will facilitate communication and the follow up of the participants during the project.

For the exchange DO NOT FORGET:


Swimsuit



Lightweight raincoat, poncho or Rain cape (it’s Normandy….)



Hat



a pair of old shoes to go in the water!!!



Towels



All you need to be clean every day ;-)



Games



Songs



Motivation



Happiness



Initiative



IN DETAIL:
Activity 1 : Planning Visit to the place of the exchange in France from June 21 to 22 Facilitators will
arrive on June 20 and from June 23 to have two full working days to prepare the youth exchange.
During these two days of work, it will be:
1.fixer part of trade (legislation, distribution of tasks, preparation of participants and activities)
2. develop a common culture among leaders to harmonize our educational approaches. This will
facilitate communication and good support for participants during the stay.
We reserve the possibility to involve young people in the VPP. They can then report the information of
the visit to their peers (notion of ambassadors) to federate groups of participants.
Activity 2 : Youth Exchange in Montsecret (61) next to Flers (61) in France from 22 to 29 July.
We will use tools for young people to take a real place of actors in this exchange. We attach great
importance to enhancing the expression of the young, which is why the evaluation time and exchange
seem paramount.
Below the course of the exchange you will also find in the attached schedule of activities:
22 July : arrival and installation, knowledge games. The challenge of these moments of "first contact" is
to put the group at ease. The games will be used to meet the participants. The French youth will help
Portuguese and Romanian young people to settle in the rooms (they have prepared in advance with the
team).
23 July : group formation, introduction / rules of life, intercultural games, Youthpass time information.
This day will launch the group dynamics, define the purpose of the stay and the framework of the stay.
An animation present time Youthpass young, another is intended to identify the expectations and fears of
each. Facilitators and youth group will host games of their country, for young people to meet and speak
the languages of partner countries (in a fun and simple way, of course). Young French organize their
intercultural evening, highlighting the country, culture, history according to the representation they have
and with the media of their choice, accompanied by animators.
24 July : "What does it mean to be European," with discussion tools (photolanguage, moving debate) ,,
youth prepare the results of the exchange of visual aids (posters).
The Portuguese group hold its intercultural evening with the country, culture, history.
July 25 : This day will be dedicated to the discovery of the Suisse Normandy practicing outdoor
activities. A small raid sports (orienteering, kayaking, cooperative games) amplify meetings between
young people and will raise barriers to expression.
26 July : A European Council simulation game will allow the group to understand "how we decide to 28".
On this day, will be held a meeting with local officials. An exchange time will allow young people to
question elected officials on their function and role in municipal councils.
The Romanian group will hold its intercultural evening with the country, culture, history.
27 July : practical language and intercultural games. Then prepare the highlight of the day. Young
people will create small language games (mix of games they have experienced, fueled by trade with the
facilitators).
28 July : group stay of Evaluation (Evaluation games), individual assessment (Youthpass writing) and
the great team play to children from surrounding recreation centers and parents, followed by a buffet
prepared which set will be invited volunteers and project partners. The event will mark the end of the
stay.
29 July : storage, starting groups.

MJC de Flers - House of Youth and Culture of Flers

The Youth and Culture of Flers is an association of popular education nonprofit. MJC offers a wide range
of artistic and cultural activities for all (arts, wellness, dance, fitness, music, theater ...) and gives the
opportunity to its young audience to discover and grow through projects collective. It accompanies them
in their initiatives and help them to develop their ideas and their local projects or abroad.
The values of the association: openness, multiculturalism, citizenship, participatory democracy, expressed
especially through the actions of exchanges and European and international meetings organized by the
MJC for over 15 years.
1,100 people regularly participate in the activities of the MJC.
The Youth and Culture of Flers welcomes and sends volunteers within the European Voluntary Service
since 2000. Over the past 15 years she has received volunteers from Finland, Norway, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Poland, Serbia, Lithuania, Germany, Georgia, Turkey, Italy, Hungary, Czech Republic and
Moldova. She sent more than 50 young French and informs on average 30 young people per year,
particularly maintenance on mobility opportunities available to them. She coordinated two projects EVS
Home in 2007-2008 for Lower Normandy structures that now house both volunteers each year. Currently
5,
3
just
obtained
their
accreditation
EVS
Home.
Since 1999 the MJC organizes receptions and departures of youth exchanges. The experience of these
17 powers the new projects and facilitates the organization of these. Volunteers, employees and members
work together for the implementation of these projects, they defend within our association.
Website : http://www.mjc-flers.fr

ACTIVITIES MJC -

ARTS

MANUAL ART

MARTIAL ART

WELL-BEING

DANCE

FITNESS

MUSIC

THEATER

